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r1_q3

q3 write 

( ) 



 



q3 On 

visual inspection of the section, How do you find the 

reflections?  

 

 grp_ref_type









grp_ref_type
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rulesetset_set1

r1_q1, r2_q1, r3_q1.            

            









run_a1rulesetrun_a2. 
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question q2 

Do  you  find the 

section hazy?; 

choose one of 

grp_choice 

because Hazy section 

is not fit to be 

interpreted and hence 

compressing the 

section to increase 

sharpness can be 

recommended. 

 

 

rule r1_q2 

if section_unclear is 

q2 and 

q2='Yes' 

then 

write('It is probably 

a shallow water 

section'). 

 

rule r2_q2  

if section_unclear is 

q2 and 

q2='No' 

then  

write('If it is clear, 

we may proceed'). 

ruleset set_set2 

contains 

r1_q2,r2_q2; 

update ruleset by 

removing each 

selected rule; 

when a rule 

misfires do true. 

 

action run_a2; 

do restart 

and invoke 

ruleset 

set_set2 and 

run_a3. 

 

question q2_1 

It is recommended that 

the section be sent 

for compressing, Do 

you wish to compress 

it?; 

choose one of 

grp_choice 

because compression 

may improve sharpness. 

 

rule r4_q2_1 

if want_compress is 

q2_1 and 

q2_1='Yes' 

then 

write('Please supply 

the compressed seismic 

section for manual 

interpretation'). 

 

rule r5_q2_1 

if want_compress is 

q2_1 and  

q2_1='No' 

then 

write('Unlikely to 

interpret the seismic 

section'). 

ruleset set_set3 

contains 

r4_q2_1,r5_q2_1; 

update ruleset by 

removing each 

selected rule; 

when a rule 

misfires do true. 

action run_a3; 

if q2='Yes'  

then 

write(q2) 

and write('The 

section is 

hazy and 

unclear') and 

nl 

and invoke 

ruleset 

set_set3 and 

run_a4 

else 

write('section 

is  clear, 

Lets 

proceed...') 

and nl 

and 

invoke ruleset 

set_set4 and 

run_a6 

end if. 
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question q2_2 

Has there been any 

improvement in the 

sharpness of the 

section?; 

choose one of 

grp_choice 

because It is 

possible that 

probably after 

compression the 

sharpness is 

improved and the 

section can be 

possibly 

interpreted. 

 

 

rule r6_q2_2 

if after_compress is 

q2_2 and 

q2_2='Yes'   

then 

write('Lets proceed 

with 

interpretation'). 

 

rule r7_q2_2 

if after_compress is 

q2_2 and  

q2_2='No' 

then 

write('Unlikely to 

interpret, it is 

probably a shallow 

water section'). 

 

 

ruleset set_set5 

contains 

r6_q2_2,r7_q2_2; 

update ruleset by 

removing each 

selected rule; 

when a rule misfires 

do true. 

 

action run_a4; 

if q2_1='Yes'  

then 

write(q2_1)  

and write('You 

have requested 

for improvement 

through 

compression') 

and nl and 

invoke ruleset 

set_set5 and 

run_a5 

else 

write('You do 

not wish to go 

for compression 

to improve 

section 

quality') 

and nl and 

invoke ruleset 

set_set3  

end if. 

 





  

         



 



          

flex.cls, u lity.bas,  int38w.bas,  mltbox.frm  lstbox.frm, edtbox.frm,  flex.pc, int386w.sys,  

int386w.ovl,  int386w.dll,  vint386w.dll  and flexserv.pl. 
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Dim flx As New flex 



      LoadFlex( ), InitGoal( ), 

CallGoal( ), ExitGoal( ) LoadFlex( )   

 InitGoal( )          

  

        



<flex code> 

RunGoal( )

flx.RunGoal("<action_name>. ") 
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CallGoal( )        

           

ExitGoal( )        

     HaltFlex( )      
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